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Baer Consulting, Inc. and SecureAgent Business Partnership Provides
Disaster Recovery and Enhanced Data Backup Solutions
CONIFER, CO and TULSA, OK (August 21, 2009) – There’s a constant need for new and more effective technology to
migrate data from tape to disk, so that it’s more easily recoverable in case of a disaster. SecureAgent Software and Baer
Consulting, Inc. (BCI) today announced a partnership to provide disaster recovery and enhanced data backup solutions.
Combining both companies’ expertise provides an end-to-end solution to disaster recovery and backups. Together, the Secure
Data Solution®—SecureAgent Software’s enhanced backup and recovery solution—and BCI’s experience in facilities
management, colocation hosting services, and systems support creates a superior solution that uses virtual tape images to
improve remote disaster recovery, data protection, and automated tape movement for mainframe, AS/400 and Open Systems
environments.
The patented Secure Data Solution (SDS) disk-to-disk technology delivers increased performance reliability; lower operating
costs, and enhanced productivity. The SDS can drastically reduce or even completely eliminate physical tapes and tape drives,
reducing the cost of maintenance, off-site tape couriers/storage, and logistics. Proprietary software features ensure data
compression and encryption at the highest legal levels throughout the process. Unlike traditional tape, the SDS can provide
virtual tape images that can be read concurrently by multiple processes, increasing throughput and reducing wait times.
Company executives at both Secure Agent Software and Baer Consulting, Inc. feel their combined strengths provide customers
with a superior disaster recovery tool that will enhance regulatory compliance, while increasing efficiency and effectiveness in
their day-to-day operations.
Baer Consulting, Inc.
Founded in 1982, Baer Consulting Inc. (BCI) provides systems software administration and management. BCI’s primary
business is to assist clients with selection, implementation, and administration of IBM-compatible operating environments. BCI
provides systems software programming, operations, and network support to Fortune 1000 and other large companies. It
operates two technology centers in Denver, Colorado, from which it provides colocation, disaster recovery, and co-hosting
services.
The product expertise and depth of BCI’s on-staff resources are unmatched in the industry. Support and services are provided
in multiple strategic areas; library and storage management, network management, Disaster Recovery and overall system
security. In addition, BCI has extensive experience with OEM product installations, z/OS, Open Edition (OMVS), capacity
planning and performance management solutions, security server (RACF) consulting services, Transaction Server (CICS), and
the Websphere products for Internet commerce solutions. BCI’s services cover all IBM series platforms including the Z-, P-, I-,
and X-series processors. For more information, please visit our Web site at: www.baer-consulting.com or call (303) 838-3374.
About SecureAgent Software
SecureAgent Software develops data center enhancement solutions that improve efficiency and reduce operational costs while
increasing productivity. Fortune 500 companies have implemented our advanced technology solutions to meet rigid service
level agreements, comply with increasingly rigorous state and federal regulatory guidance, and ensure the preservation of
intellectual property and stockholder value. For over 20 years, our patented products have provided organizations with data
backup and recovery, enterprise management, console consolidation, and remote access capabilities. For additional
information, please visit our Web site at: www.secureagent.com or call (918) 971-1600.
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